
 

This VST synthesizer is a hybrid digital/analog electric piano built to take on the world. It's based on the classic Rhodes sound, but has been expanded to create a whole new world of potential. You'll love this for everything from funky synth leads to live performances or intimate home recording sessions. Skinny Rhodes - With its partial post EQ and slight tape saturation, this preset will deliver a warm
vintage-sounding guitar sound that will perfectly complement your projects. At Last - This is an organ model that serves as the perfect patch for getting that hard-to-find soulful gospel groove, with just enough versatility to be heard in other styles as well. Just Like Home - This is exactly the sound you've heard so many times in classic recordings. Now it's available for you to use with your own
creations. Smooth Operator - If you've wanted all of the soul of the Rhodes but with an added boost of smoothness, this preset is sure to please.

VIPER-5 V2 Full VST x86 x64 www.uwiansoftware. com/ This small and efficient vst plug-in is optimised for use with VST hosts such as Ableton Live. It contains the following modules: Main Features: "It sounds good, there's a nice range of sounds and they're easy to edit. I don't see any down sides to it, apart from the cost. However if you're not on a budget then it's well worth paying that bit
extra." - Mark Lord www.vst4free. com/ The best free vst plug-ins for Windows OS, Mac OSX and PC. The average user will not be able to afford this software but they can try it out. You can still download it for free, but if you want to use the plug-in with your music production software you will have to purchase a license. www.uwiansoftware.com/download/ audiolounge-urs-wiesendanger-rhodes-
affair-.html#main_features This VST synthesizer is a hybrid digital/analog electric piano built to take on the world. It's based on the classic Rhodes sound, but has been expanded to create a whole new world of potential. You'll love this for everything from funky synth leads to live performances or intimate home recording sessions. www.uwiansoftware.com/download/audiolounge-urs-wiesendanger-
rhodes-affair-.html#main_features  

"Urs Wiesendanger is a Ukranian company that has been designing and distributing studio software for several years now under the name "Audiolounge".
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